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To the Editor,

The recent article by Burton et al. [1] provides so many

distractions that it would take pages and pages to unravel

the prestidigitation. I have no doubt that the peer reviewers

simply threw up their hands and supported its publication

because it was so complex that they could not possibly

untangle the reasoning.

The United States registry data show clear statistical

fluctuations in the incidence and death rates from breast

cancer, yet in Australia, with hundreds of millions fewer

women, there seems to have been little fluctuation in the

reported data The authors combined 2 years of data for

each data point explaining that they wanted ‘‘to reduce the

variability of rate estimates’’. Why are the years averaged

for BreastScreen data different from the dates for the other

data? How did this averaging influence the results? Aver-

aging data has been used to, falsely, make the age of 50

appear as if it is a legitimate threshold for starting

screening [2, 3] when, in fact, none of the parameters of

screening change abruptly at the age of 50 or any other age

[4]. How did their use of averaging influence their results?

They should have provided the unaveraged data so that the

reader could see the effects of averaging.

Why did the authors not provide data going back to at least

1980? In the mid 1980s, based on the mortality reduction in the

Swedish 2 County randomized, controlled trial of screening

mammography, screening began in the U.S. in sufficient

numbers to influence National statistics, despite the fact that we

had no organized screening program. I would be surprised if

Australia was so far behind the U.S. There was likely much

more screening in Australia before the start of BreastScreen

than the authors report. In the U.S., as would be expected, there

is a clear prevalence bump in the mid 1980s as screening began

at a National level. Where is the prevalence bump in the Aus-

tralian data following the start of BreastScreen? Was the lack of

a bump due to the fact that many women were being screened

prior to BreastScreen and the bump had already occurred?

The authors agree that therapy only works when cancers

are found early stating that ‘‘The 1995 National survey

reported that 85% of Australian women diagnosed with

breast cancer had early disease’’ and that this was the

reason that adjuvant therapies resulted in the decline in

deaths. What changed in Australia that so many cancers

were ‘‘early’’? The authors should go back and determine

how these ‘‘early cancers’’ were suddenly so common. I

suspect they will find that mammography screening was

the main reason and that this allowed therapy to save lives.
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